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Abstract. Virtual Observatory is one of the most used internet-based protocols in astron-

omy. It has become somewhat natural to find, manage, compare, visualize and download

observations from very different archives of astronomical observations with no effort.

The VO technology beyond that is now being a reality for asteroseismology, not only

for observations but also for theoretical models. Here I give a brief description of the

most important VO tools related with asteroseismology, as well as a rough outline of the

current development in this field.

1 Why Virtual Observatory?

In the last century astronomy has witnessed an exponential growth in many aspects: number of re-

searchers, ground and space observatories, observation networks, surveys, etc. This has led to a

significant advance in many fields of astrophysics. As a consequence an unprecedented improvement

of the astronomical instrumentation has occurred. Such an improvement often refers to the quality

and also the quantity of the raw data generated. Such an exponential growth (Fig. 1) will soon reach

the limits of the data rates exchange and storage capacity of today’s technology. The epitome of such

saturation scenario is the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) project1.

Additionally, the increasing number of laboratories and instruments has also led to deal with dif-

ferent types of data structures and data files, each of them requiring a specific interface to be acquired

with different computer languages and under different operating systems. Consequently, scientists

spend a non-negligible amount of time preparing interfaces and adapting their own codes to be com-

pliant with all different data sources. The Virtual Observatory (VO) was born to solve those problems,

seeking to allow the exploration of astronomical data in a single transparent way, providing online

powerful analysis and visualisation tools. One of the keys for success of this project is the philoso-

phy of standardisation. This applies to the data, metadata, and the communication protocols among

archives and VO tools. As well, the use of a registry. As stated in the International Virtual Observa-

tory Alliance2 (sic) “The long term vision is not one of a fixed specific software package, but rather

one of a framework which enables data centers to provide competing and co-operating data services,

and which enables software providers to offer a variety of compatible analysis and visualization tools

and user interfaces. The first priority for the VO projects worldwide is to develop the standardized
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1http://skatelescope.org
2The international organism that debates and agrees the technical VO standards.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the data rates produced by astronomical instrumentation. Notice that SKA in full operation

will overwhelm the scale. The use of aperture array radio telescopes in the low and mid frequency ranges will

imply data rates to many Petabits (1015) per second, which represents more than 10 times the current global

internet traffic.

framework, which will allow such creative diversity”. Today, VO projects are being developed world-

wide, seeking full interoperability and standardisation among applications, archives and researchers,

boosting the time spent by scientists for research ([1]).

Stellar pulsations have become a revolution in the field of stellar physics, and a major contribu-

tor to the field of exoplanetary science. This can be understood by the synergies (both instrumental

and scientific) between asteroseismology and planet detection and characterization. Space missions

like MOST ([2]), CoRoT ([3]), and Kepler ([4]) have provided thousands of light curves (time series

of stellar luminosities). Those missions, which were designed mainly to detect planetary systems,

use asteroseismology as the main technique to disentangle between signal coming from stellar pulsa-

tions and from the planetary transits (or even stellar activity). Space missions require complementary

ground-based observations to fully accomplish their scientific objectives. This implies large interna-

tional networks able to get the extremely competitive observation time in the observatories around the

world. All this activity has increased exponentially the amount of data generated in the field of stellar

pulsations, scenario that will get worse in the near future with the next-generation missions, namely

CHEOPS ([5]), TESS ([6]), and PLATO ([7]).

Likewise, interoperability and data access has also changed dramatically for this field thanks to

the VO. This has led to an entry into the era of big data, in which data discovery from automated

procedures, statistical inferences and artificial intelligence (AI) have become common practice in the

field ([8]). This allows to connect the information of many astrophysical surveys whose main scien-

tific case are not necessarily related to stellar pulsations. We find many examples of this at the 22nd

Stellar Pulsation Conference (Fig. 2) like the Gaia survey in full operation ([9, 10]), which is provid-
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Figure 2. The instruments here schematically shown represent a sample of the current panoply of missions (flying

and/or in preparation and/or in legacy mode) related to stellar physics and asteroseismology. Likewise ground-

based instrumentation has also improved and grown as a necessary complement to space-based observations.

Credits (background image): picture of the 3.6m telescope at La Silla (ESO), Chile, taken by the author.

ing precise photometric measurements and parallaxes of millions of stars, the Optical Gravitational

Lensing Experiment (OGLE) survey ([11, 12]), the Whole Earth Telescope (WET) survey ([13]), the

Spitzer space survey ([14]), the Hubble space telescope ([15]), or the future Large Synoptic Survey

Telescope (LSST, [16]), to name a few.

Today, those surveys and their legacy data are essential for the advance in the understanding of

Cepheid stars (e.g., the VEGA/CHARA survey, [17]), the asteroseismology of white dwarfs ([18]),

the study of Galactic archaeology ([19]), or the study of the stellar interiors of red giants with the

combined data of the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE) survey
and the Kepler mission ([20]).

Today most of the data generated by those missions, instruments and networks are available by in-

terconnected archives throughout the VO technology and standardisation protocols (e.g. CDS, Vizier,
Simbad, Aladin, TOPCAT3, to name a few). These well-known general purpose VO tools have been

used for decades, with no specific run modes or modules for asteroseismology. Today this is changing.

Here I will give a brief description of the next generation VO tools focused on asteroseismology: the

Seismic Plus and TOUCAN portals.

2 Next generation tools for stellar pulsations

Next generation is a terminology often used to indicate a leap forward in the technology involved

in astronomical instrumentation or even in software application. Here we are dealing with a hybrid

3http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr; http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR; http://simbad.
u-strasbg.fr/simbad/; http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/aladin.gml; http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/~mbt/
topcat/
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of those worlds: the technological development of the instrumentation being employed in asteroseis-

mic studies (see previous section), and the software development under the VO to handle the data

generated by that instrumentation.

In 2006 several scientific teams (24 partners) organized a network under the project HELAS (Eu-

ropean HELio- and ASteroseismology network), as a network funded by the European Commission

as part of the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6). The activities of HELAS structured this Euro-

pean Research Area by bringing together the European groups active in helio- and asteroseismology.

Years later, once the HELAS project was finished, the partners got funded again for the Exploitation

of Space Data for Innovative Helio- and Asteroseismology (SpaceInn) project4 with the objective to

build on the existing European strength in the field of time-domain stellar physics. Indeed, one of

the main tasks of that new project was to build a next generation VO tool able to centralize all the

observational data related with stellar variability, helio and asteroseismology. This tool is the Seismic
Plus portal5.

Likewise, during the SpaceInn project, ways were explored in which the observational data could

efficiently communicate with theoretical models in the era of the Virtual Observatory. The solution

was found in the state-of-the art development of theoretical models in the VO for asteroseismology,

the TOUCAN6 portal ([21]).

3 Seismic Plus

The asteroseismic data has become the state-of-the-art in the research of stellar interiors, and thereby

providing the most updated and unprecedentedly accurate information not only for stellar structure and

evolution, but also for planetary research, which requires that the stars that host planets are accurately

characterized. The Seismic Plus portal is the place that gathers an extended list of existing data

sources, namely solar and stellar seismic data obtained with space missions (e.g., light curves from

CoRoT Kepler, etc.) and ground-based facilities (e.g., follow-up observations of those space missions

with astrometry, spectroscopy, etc.). Likewise, Seismic Plus provides online tools to exploit the data

(e.g., combining the data to produce new outputs). The current implemented data sources7 can be

grouped in four main types: (1) Time series. This is the main data type in asteroseismology. It

contains not only information of the stellar pulsations but also may show up insights on the stellar

activity or even transiting planets; (2) Spectroscopy. Stellar modeling on which asteroseismology

relies requires constraints that only spectroscopic analysis (e.g., for [Fe/H] and Teff estimates) can

provide with sufficient accuracy to be useful in the field; (3) Stellar parameters. Observational seismic

indices, based on large amount of data provided by the space missions like CoRoT and Kepler, help to

characterize large numbers of stars to first order. Together with the classical photometric color indices

or parallaxes, those new indices have emerged which characterize the stellar pulsation and thus the

stellar structure.

The Seismic Plus portal was conceived to remain as simple as possible in all its features, from

the query to the presentation of the data, without compromising its main utility, i.e. providing the

most relevant information from all the linked sources. To do so, the portal has three main functions:

(1) to list and describe the data sources; (2) to cross search for existing data (and data types), and

4This project with reference FP7-312844 was ended on December 2016. The HELAS consortium is now applying for Euro-

pean EINFRA project under H2020 program to improve and update the infrastructures related to the asteroseismic observations

and data access.
5http://voparis-spaceinn.obspm.fr/seismic-plus/
6http://www.laeff.cab.inta-csic.es/projects/toucan3/toucan/
7Data sources and data products are in continuous evolution so this list remains open to changes in the observational

landscape and in current scientific issues.
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Figure 3. Screenshots of the Seismic Plus’ main features: (top, left) first output for a single-star query; (top,

right) high-level product consisting in a fast Fourier transform of the selected light curve; (bottom, left) main

page of the SISMA (Spectroscopic Indicators in a SeisMic Archive) module. This feature calculates indicators

from spectra and time series of spectra useful for asteroseismic studies; (bottom, right) main page of the SSI
(Stellar Seismic Indices) module. The SSI provides asteroseismic indices commonly used in asteroseismology,

like large and small separations (δν and Δν, repectively), the frequency of the mode with observed maximum

amplitude (νmax), etc.

(3) to help in the more complex data queries (cross queries throughout the archives) and in the second

level output generated by the tool. Two main tools are now providing second-level outputs within the

portal: the SISMA ([22]) and the SSI tools ([23]) (Fig. 3).

4 Toucan, the VO gateway to stellar models

Nowadays, model databases are extensively used, leading to interpret theoretically large sets of ob-

servations, like those provided by the space missions and surveys (e.g., [19, 20, 24, 25]).

Such analyses require different codes, numerical approaches, generally imply different definitions

of physical quantities and/or modelling parameters, different output formats, etc. The lack of ho-

mogeneity makes it difficult to design automatic tools to simultaneously work with different models

and/or applications able to use the models on the fly. The VO (see Sect. 1) is the ideal frame to

overcome such difficulties. TOUCAN is the first tool in the VO focused on theoretical asteroseismic

models. The portal, which has been developed within the Spanish Virtual Observatory project8, pro-

8http://svo.cab.inta-csic.es, supported from the Spanish MINECO through grant AYA2014-55216.
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Figure 4. Screenshots of the TOUCAN’s main features: (top, left) description of the Data Collections; (top,

right) query of models with criteria on both structure/modelling parameters and seismic parameters; (bottom, left)

example of the results provided by the TOUCAN portal: a summary table indicates the minimum and maximum

values of a set of structure and seismic parameters. Below, a complete list of individual models is given; (bottom,

right) plots of models selected for comparison. Online plots of both global variables (as illustrated in the panel,

with an HR diagram) and shell variables (e.g., the variation of the pressure with the radius) are possible.

vides access to a database of approximately 1.5 × 106 models. Users can search for those models

fulfilling physical criteria (structure and seismic properties), visualize the data, get some high-level

products, and download models in both original format and VO tables (Fig. 4).

Currently the portal is in beta version9, running on a local prototype (i.e. asteroseismic models are

stored at the portal’s site). This prototype has already been used for several scientific works (see, e.g.,

[21, 26–30]). However, the portal is in continuous development (Fig. 5) in order to adapt the tool to a

wider international context and provide access to millions of models distributed in very different and

heterogeneous data collections10.

Likewise, the scientific and technical teams of Seismic Plus and TOUCAN are performing a feasi-

bility study of the interconnection between the two portals, so that researchers and general users have

access to both observations and models in an efficient and smart way, with the objective of maximizing

the scientific time in effective research.

9http://svo.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/sisms3/
10There is a prototype of a new version of the tool at http://svo.cab.inta-csic.es/main/index.php.
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Figure 5. Scheme of the new TOUCAN’s client-server web architecture. Current development intends to up-

grade the tool to a distributed framework. A TOUCAN central service (server) will communicate with TOUCAN

peripheral services (clients). The peripheral services will contain the physically stored Data Collections. The

TOUCAN central service will connect to the different peripheral services (or TOUCAN nodes) to get the infor-

mation queried by the user, and will present it to the users.
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